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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

ABOUT US

Thrive is a coalition of the willing based in the New River
Valley of Virginia working to collectively increase access to
affordable nutritious food in the New River Valley through
shared learning informed advocacy and responsive
strategic action
,
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This region has over 90 organizations that play a direct or
indirect role in expanding food access for those in need
Many of the organizations participating in the network
have similar audiences clients served and mechanisms
through which they serve The network is focused on
Identifying common learning needs
Helping inform policy engage in advocacy and
encourage greater awareness of these issues and our
work
Increasing external support and buy in for increasing
food access
Incorporating data so that our work is informed by and
responsive to community needs
Empowering and helping clients create self sufficiency
Improving nutrition and health outcomes of those we
serve
,
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This report presents the State
of Food Access in the NRV It
provides an overview of the
need the challenges faced by
food access organizations and
their clients priority
recommendations to address
the challenges identified and
some innovative efforts
underway to implement those
recommendations
"
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OUR COMMUNITY
WORKING TOGETHER TO
ENSURE EVERYONE IN
THE NEW RIVER VALLEY
HAS ACCESS TO
HEALTHY AFFORDABLE
FOOD
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

FOOD
SECURITY

The emergence of an industrialized and
globalized food system which provides
an abundant and safe supply of food
has at the same time created a loss of
local businesses and contributed to an
increase in chronic health conditions
In response many communities are
advocating for community focused
food systems that emphasize values
and priorities of local residents and
businesses
,
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A community food system looks first to
residents that experience the most
insecurity in meeting their day to day
food needs and seeks to find
approaches to increase their access to
resources so that they can meet their
daily monthly and long term
nutritional needs
,
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Food security socioeconomic status
and health are deeply correlated A
2014 Virginia Food Desert Report
concluded that food deserts areas that
lack access to a variety of fresh food
poverty and people with low economic
status tend to have higher access to
fast food instead of local fruits and
vegetables These same areas also
experience higher rates of obesity
which is a risk factor for lifestyle related
chronic or non communicable diseases
such as heart disease type 2 diabetes
and certain cancers In 2009 the US
spent an average of 147 billion dollars
on obesity related medical expenses
,
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THE CONDITION IN WHICH ALL
PEOPLE, AT ALL TIMES, HAVE
PHYSICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONOMIC ACCESS TO
SUFFICIENT SAFE AND
NUTRITIOUS FOOD THAT MEETS
THEIR DIETARY NEEDS AND FOOD
PREFERENCES FOR AN ACTIVE
AND HEALTHY LIFE.
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Our work through the Thrive Network
aims to address the poverty and health
by improving the food security of our
region s most vulnerable residents We
specifically aim to focus on those things
that one organization cannot do alone
to affect change but instead require a
collaborative approach
,
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THRIVE NRV FOOD ACCESS
:

WHAT DO THE
NUMBERS TELL US

?

POVERTY IMPACTS FOOD ACCESS

Poverty and food insecurity are intrinsically
linked as poor households often lack the
resources required to access sufficient
nutritious food to live an active and healthy life
Poverty based on income and family size are
also the factors used to determine eligibility for
many federal state and community based
food assistance programs

.
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THE NRV EXPERIENCES A HIGHER
POVERTY RATE THAN VIRGINIA'S
AVERAGE OF 10.8%

35 000
,

individuals in the NRV live below the
100 federal poverty level The
federal poverty level in 2019 was
12 490 for an individual and
25 750 for a family of four
%
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47 000
,

was the average household income
of the NRV in 2016 while the VA
state average was 66 149
,
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DATA SOURCE
1 US Census Bureau 2012 2016 5 year estimates American Community Survey Table C17002
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WHAT DO THE
NUMBERS TELL US ?

FOOD INSECURITY IN NRV IS WIDESPREAD
RADFORD CITY
REMAINS ONE OF
THE TOP THREE
LOCALITIES IN
SOUTHWEST
VIRGINIA WITH
HIGHEST OVERALL
FOOD INSECURITY
RATES
.

The federal government s
Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program
SNAP provides low
income families with
electronic benefit transfer
cards EBT to assist in
purchasing food and
beverages They also
provide funding for the
National Free and
Reduced School Lunch
program which supports
meals and free milk for
K 12 students
'
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DATA SOURCES
1 Feeding America s Map the Gap 2019 Assessment Report 2 Virginia Department of Social Services Profile Report
3 Virginia Department of Education National School Lunch Program Free and Reduced Price Eligibility reports 2017
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

WHAT DO THE
NUMBERS TELL US

?

TRANSPORTATION INSECURITY REDUCES
ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE HEALTHY FOOD
Low food access is also impacted by access to a
vehicle and the distance to a grocery store
Transportation insecurity describes a person who
cannot regularly move from place to place in a safe
and timely manner due to the lack of resources
needed to travel Distance and limited access to
grocery stores supermarkets and retail stores affects
the availability of healthy foods According to the 2018
NRV Community Health Assessment s residential
survey transportation was identified as the main
barrier to accessing healthy food in the NRV region
.
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or greater than 50 000 individuals
who reside in Pulaski Radford and
Montgomery counties live more
than 10 miles from a grocery store
supermarket or food retailer
,
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DATA SOURCES
1 US Census Bureau 2013 2017 5 year estimates American Community Survey Table DP04
2 United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service Store Proximity Atlas 2015
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK

WHAT DO THE
NUMBERS TELL US
:

?

THE INABILITY TO SECURE AFFORDABLE
HEALTHY FOOD CAN LEAD TO POOR HEALTH
Obesity serves as a proxy metric for poor diet and limited physical activity Those who are food
insecure often rely on low cost high calorie foods which can result in obesity Obesity is a risk
factor for type 2 diabetes heart disease and certain cancers which contribute to the majority of
deaths in the United States People diagnosed with diabetes have medical expenses 2 3 times
higher than expenses would be in the absence of diabetes Increased expenses impact not
only individuals and families but put a strain on community resources
.
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Of the survey respondents who
participated in the 2018 NRV
Community Health Assessment

:

38 5 REPORTED BEING
OVERWEIGHT OR OBESE
AS A PROBLEM AREA
.

%

27 8 NOTED A TIME IN
THE LAST 12 MONTHS
THAT THEY DID NOT HAVE
ENOUGH MONEY TO BUY
THE FOOD THAT THEY
NEEDED
.

%

.

Approximately 1 in 10 NRV public health care expenditures are attributed to
diabetes If 5 more people attended some college and 5 more had an income
higher than twice the federal poverty level we could expect to save 61 lives prevent
673 cases of diabetes and eliminate 3 5 million in diabetes costs every year
,
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DATA SOURCES
1 County Health Rankings 2019 CDC Diabetes Interactive Atlas 2017 2 Virginia Department of Health Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance System 3 NRV Community Health Assessment Survey 2018 4 The County Health
Calculator Virginia Commonwealth University s Center on Human Needs 2018
.
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THRIVE
CONVERSATIONS
NRV Thrive started in the fall of 2016 by hosting six
conversations between many of our region s hunger relief
organizations This initial series of conversations was
organized and sponsored by The Community Foundation
of the New River Valley The New River Health District
Virginia Cooperative Extension and the Family Nutrition
program at Virginia Tech The goals of these conversations
were to share best practices innovative approaches and
encourage collaboration among the network of
organizations working to relieve hunger in the New River
Valley Through these conversations participants
'
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Defined barriers challenges for programs and clients
Defined priority needs
Learned about available resources and best practices
Toured model facilities
Met other community organizations with similar
missions and
Connected with higher education institutions to
support their work
,

,

,
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The following provides a synopsis of these conversations
including the most common client barriers to food access
and challenges experienced by food access organizations
working hard to serve those in need It also provides a
summary of follow up network survey effort that helped
prioritize the barriers identified and future actions
,

.
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

Client Barriers
The barriers facing clients largely fit into five
categories:
Financial

Many clients seeking food assistance are low income
fixed income or unemployed individuals who don t
have enough money consistently or sporadically to
purchase food let alone healthy food
,

,

’

,

‘

.

Physical

Many clients also face transportation insecurity which
creates difficulty for them to access food and or the
proper kitchen equipment needed to safely store and
prepare food stove refrigerator freezer etc
/

(

,

,

,

.).

Cultural

Many clients were raised eating foods that are higher
in fat and added sugar and there is often either a lack
of interest in changing diet practices and or a general
lack of education as to how to prepare affordable and
healthy meals There is also a perception that eating
healthier foods will cost them more
/

.

.

Nutritional

Many clients aren t getting proper nutrition but the reasons vary by client group Parents often
provide snacks instead of meals to children for ease and affordability This snacking is often
reinforced by backpack programs that seek to provide food to children that can easily be
prepared and transported by children Older adults or disabled adults may also have some
functional limitations that prohibit preparation of nutritious meals
’

,

.

.
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Policy

Social determinates of health like low wages difficulty accessing training affordable housing
the cost of health care and access to a vehicle all impact the tight budgets of clients served
Federally funded programs are difficult to navigate access and do not provide sufficient
assistance to the clients served
,

,

,
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,

,

Organizational
Barriers
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

The barriers facing food access organizations
included the following:
Financial

.

Many food access operations are dependent on local
donations and most are run primarily by volunteers
which create challenges related to operational
sustainability There continue to be fewer corporate
donations of money or food as businesses like Walmart
or Kroger get more efficient with their ordering
.

.

Physical

Many food access operations lack sufficient
transportation to minimize food spoilage during
transportation and delivery or the storage capacity
especially temperature controlled to properly store
food on site Maintaining equipment used to support
feeding programs can also be costly and difficult to
acquire
(

)

.

.

Cultural

When food access operations in the past have tried to increase the nutritional quality of the food
offered it has not always been well received by clients Also when programs like cooking or
nutrition classes have been offered they have been poorly attended There is also a stigma to
needing help and many adults and teens will go without rather than seek assistance Many
operations find it difficult to get the word out about programs they offer to those in need
,

.
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Nutritional

Often the food that is donated to food access operations doesn t always allow them to share a
healthy meal Finding foods that are easy to store prepare and transport limits an operations
ability to provide fresh or nutritious whole food options
’

‘

’

.

,

,
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Misconceptions

There is a bad stigma around the people that are being served by food assistance programs
There is a general lack of education about who these people are and what their hardships are
that cause them to seek assistance
.

.
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK
:

THRIVE NETWORK
ANALYSIS

A Network Study was conducted between
December 2017 and April 2018 with an 81
response rate 75 NRV organizations The
findings helped us better understand the
needs challenges and relationships among
the organizations involved in food access
,

Top 10 Program Challenges
ranked by survey participants

%

-

.

,
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Network Findings
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Many small food access programs are not
connected to others working on this issue
Other programs are connected either to
other organizations with similar missions
i e fresh food food distribution or mainly
through support organizations i e Feeding
America of SWVA Community Foundation
of the NRV New River Community Action
There are many opportunities to strengthen
the connections and increase impact
between different service sectors within
counties and across counties
The greatest impediments to collaboration
are insufficient resources to support
collaboration difficulty due to geographical
distances and the diversion of time and
resources from other activities
( .

1 Food donations don t always match the
need or nutritional standards for a balanced
meal
2 It is difficult for families with insecure access
to transportation to pick up food
3 Negative perceptions about who is receiving
assistance and what their hardships are
4 Lack of financial contributions
5 The need for food donations fluctuates
based on the time of year
6 Nutritious foods are cost prohibitive
7 Clients lack the knowledge of how to
prepare meals with higher nutritional value
8 Hard to find consistent regular volunteers
9 Difficulty getting the word out about the
programs offered to the people that need
them
10 Changing the food habits of clients parents
and children is difficult
.
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THRIVE NEW RIVER VALLEY FOOD ACCESS NETWORK

Thrive Priorities
:

The network strengthens connections both within and across counties to help address
common challenges to food access. Together we have the opportunity to:

01

DEVELOP BETTER WAYS TO TRANSPORT
PRESERVE AND SHARE FRESH FOODS

,

.

Expand partnerships with local producers community
gardens and gleaning organizations to increase the
fresh food available within the system
Improve the storage capacity of fresh foods
Improve the distribution of fresh and prepared food
,

,

.

.

.

02

INCREASE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BOTH FOOD ACCESS ORGANIZATIONS
AND THEIR CLIENTS
.

Create a common list of food access organizations
Develop educational and fundraising resources to
support food access organizations
Provide training and resources to enhance the work of
organizations and health outcomes of clients with an
eye towards self sufficiency
.

.

-

03

.

REDUCE COST OF PURCHASED FOOD BY
FOOD ACCESS ORGANIZATIONS
.

Work with local retailers to secure wholesale or at
cost pricing and to work with Feeding America SWVA
to increase the consistency and reduce the price on
core products
.

04

IMPROVE THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Create a food hub distribution center in the NRV
/

.
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NRV Highlights

THE PULASKI SCHOOL
SYSTEM WORKS WITH
FAITH COMMUNITY TO
EXPAND SUMMER
FEEDING

Ethelene Sadler Director of Nutrition for
Pulaski County Schools knows that partnering
works in her community and has used that
knowledge to strengthen summer feeding
,

,

!

Faith based connections in particular are
critical to their success Six faith based
partners around the county collaborate with
the schools to provide a combination of
breakfast lunch and sometimes supper meals
to children attending their programming
These partnerships allow the faith based
groups to focus on their outreach while the
schools nutrition programs can do what they
do best and love feeding hungry children
-

.

-

,

.

-

'

(
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!

New Dublin Presbyterian Church Faith Bible
Church Fairlawn Church Of God Abundant
Life Ministries French s Chapel and Memorial
Baptist utilize the USDA summer feeding
program when they host programs at their
sites all on varying days and times Memorial
Baptist recognized last year that students
lacked transportation to their church so they
took their program on the road to
Meadowview Apartments in Pulaski this
year and brought lunch with them More
churches have become involved in the past 3
or so years as word gets out about children s
food needs the flexibility of the school s
nutrition staff and the available feeding
programs Ms Sadler recognizes that
organization is key in getting staff to prepare
meals up to 3 times per day as well as
determining how the meals will get to the
children either delivered by school staff or
picked up by partners She continues to reach
out in the community for help
,

,

,

,

'
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Ethelene W. Sadler, Pulaski County Schools
Director of School Nutrition, 540 994-2523
Elaine East, Pulaski County School Summer
Feeding Coordinator, 540 643-0826
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NRV Highlights

PLENTY! EMPHASIZES
HEALTHY FRESH FOOD

A grant supported by the findings of the Thrive
Network study provided needed infrastructure
to enable Plenty to transport store and easily
display the additional food volume increasing
capacity and helping meet the surge in
demand As a result Plenty has also begun
regularly sharing and receiving excess fresh
food with other network partners
,

,

,

.

,

.

PLENTY CONTINUES TO CONNECT THE
DOTS BETWEEN POVERTY EDUCATION
TRANSPORTATION AND HEALTH
THROUGH ITS PROGRAMS
,

,

,

.

Plenty nourishes community and feeds
hungry neighbors in Floyd County by growing
and sharing food through its Food Pantry
Portable Produce Preschool Produce and
Community Lunch programs With no income
requirement to receive food Plenty is often a
safety net to those who are temporarily
experiencing acute need as evidenced by the
fact that 27 of Plenty Food Pantry visits last
year were for a single time Transportation
is a barrier to food access to many in Floyd so
families without transportation may designate
someone to pick up a To Go Box or
alternatively during the June November
growing season sign up for bags of Portable
Produce delivered by volunteer drivers
!

,

,

,
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The backbone of Plenty food programs
continues to be fresh fruit and vegetables
accounting for 83 of the total 86 tons of
food distributed in 2018 While fresh food is
healthiest challenges resulting from dealing
in so much fresh perishable food are shared
by many NRV pantries fluctuating volume
transportation food safety and spoilage
,

%

Earlier this year Plenty also took a fresh
approach to address the unique needs of their
most vulnerable patrons children and the
elderly Food Matters classes for low income
older adults leveraged Plenty hallmarks of a
community meal learning and food access
Each class began with a facilitated group
discussion of food challenges and healthy
strategies followed by a cooking
demonstration then a shared meal Classes
concluded when the Plenty Portable Pantry
arrived on site This summer Plenty also
became home to the Floyd County MarketKids
program a summer program for at risk
children age 7 12 Kids learned about healthy
eating planted tended and harvested their
own garden went on field trips to local farms
and developed their own marketing strategy
to sell their vegetables at the Floyd Farmers
Market
,
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.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Kerry Ackerson, Plenty!
Executive Director, 540 745-3898
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NRV Highlights

VT CAMPUS KITCHEN
PUTS FOOD WASTE TO
GOOD USE

THE GLEAN TEAM
PROVIDES FRESH FOOD
TO THE NETWORK

The Campus Kitchen at Virginia Tech a student
supported program of VT Engage distributes
unserved food from on campus dining facilities
to local food recovery programs It hosts six
deliveries per week to four community
organizations which range from daily meal
programs after school programs and weekly
food pantries During the academic semester
Virginia Tech produces a steady amount of food
Ahead of breaks such as Thanksgiving or Spring
Break Virginia Tech makes available the food
that won t make it until the dining facilities re
open This increase amounting to thousands of
pounds of additional food is more than their
regular partners can manage As a result the
Campus Kitchen can deliver food to additional
partnerships developed with other members of
the Food Access Network In order to do so
Campus Kitchen has to secure additional
vehicles and increase their hours of operations
to transport all of the extra food Contact
Information: Kas Church kasc vt edu
,
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The New River Valley Glean Team aims to feed
and nourish the hungry in our community by
assembling people and organizations to gather
and recover excess food from local farms and
other establishments and to distribute this
food to those in need as well as to organizations
that serve the hungry In 2018 they gleaned
20 000 pounds of fruit and vegetables
including corn peppers beans eggplant
squash tomatoes pumpkins blueberries
apples and potatoes at 7 area farms which they
then delivered to 21 area food banks Each year
they also hold a potato drop where 40 000
pounds of bulk potatoes are distributed to 40
area food programs to provide a source of fresh
food during the winter months Their efforts are
helping to add needed fresh food into the
network of food access providers and they are
always looking for new volunteers to help
distribute food and organizations with whom to
share Contact Information John Galbraith
ttcf vt edu
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NRV Highlights

GILES USES A COUNTY
BASED APPROACH TO
FILL GAPS IN FOOD
ACCESS AND PROVIDE
A WEEKEND MEAL
Giles Thrive started as an offshoot of the
regional Thrive network to help address gaps in
food access particular to Giles County The Giles
Thrive membership currently consists of
churches individuals local government and
organizations within Giles that have historically
worked to help reduce food insecurity These
include but are not limited to the Giles
Christian Mission Giles Health and Family Giles
County Public Schools Newport Community
Center Giles Senior Center Riverview Baptist
Pearisburg Edgewood Rich Creek and Pleasant
Hill United Methodist Churches Council on
Aging Helping Hands Macy Mt Olivet and New
River Community Action Backpack Programs
Celanese Corporation Giles Administration
FOCUS Program the Community Foundation of
the NRV among others
.
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Over the last year the group has worked to
identify where gaps in support might be and to
brainstorm some practical complimentary and
additional offerings to what is currently
available The group is currently piloting
a feeding program for Giles kids and their
families This program expands upon the Giles
Public School s Summer Food Program and also
builds upon existing children s backpack and
adult family food pantry programs throughout
the county
,

,

.

Although the program is intended to most
directly address children s hunger issues over
the weekend anyone who may be food
insecure for any reason and of any age is
eligible to participate Meals are being
prepared at Giles High School and distributed
to nine locations across Giles from Newport to
Rich Creek Residents can come to the food
hub to either sit down eat and socialize with
their local community members or take the
meal home Volunteers are also helping to
deliver food to the disabled or those lacking
transportation
’

,
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Giles Thrive was
fortunate to receive a
Celanese Community
Engagement to kick
start the program
showing that corporate
participation can make
a good idea actionable
,

.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Jeff Dinger, Giles County
Special Projects Manager, 540-921-2525
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USEFUL DATA &
USEFUL DATA SETS
RESOURCES
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Carilion Community Health Assessments

carilionclinic org community health assessments
.

/

-

-

The community health assessments are used to identify the greatest health needs in an area
and to plan ways to overcome problems standing in the way of better public health
.

County Health Rankings and Roadmaps
countyhealthrankings org
.

The annual County Health Rankings measure vital health factors including high school
graduation rates obesity smoking unemployment access to healthy foods the quality of air
and water income inequality and teen births by US county
,

,
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Federation of Virginia Food Banks
vafoodbanks org
.

The website provides a list of the Virginia Food Banks and member programs

.

FeedVA

feedva.org

The website provides lists maps of farmers markets school and community gardens nutrition
education SNAP and WIC information and health outcomes data for Virginia
/

,

,
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Feeding America Map the Meal
:

map feedingamerica org
.

.

The website provides county by county data on family and child food insecurity

.

Kids Count Data Center
datacenter kidscount org
.

.

KIDS COUNT is a project of the Annie E Casey Foundation who produces an annual online
searchable data report that assesses child well being in the United States
.

-
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Neighborhood Health Atlas

neighborhoodatlas medicine wisc edu
.

.

.

The website includes measures of neighborhood disadvantage which can be linked to a number
of healthcare outcomes including higher rates of diabetes and increased use of health services
,

.

USDA Economic Research Service Food Access Atlas
ers usda gov foodatlas
.

.

/

The website includes statistics and maps on a series of food environment indicators which
determine a communities ability to access healthy food
.
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